2020 CareFlite Emergency Care Update Conference

First Day • Sept 14th 2020 • Class Schedule

0800-0900  Breakfast- Exhibit Hall Open

0900-1000  "Walk Cool!"- L.T. Arnold, BSN, RN, CCRN, CFRN, C-NPT, EMT

1010-1110 Breakout Sessions
"EMS Myth Busters 2020 (aka Outrageous Acts of EMS Science)"- Ronna Miller, MD
"When Doctor Becomes Patient"- Evan Cohn, MD
"Vent Management 101"- Melissa Kendrick, RN, BSN, MBA/MHA, CFRN, LP
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P

1120-1220 Breakout Sessions
"Baking Soda Basics-Recipe for Disaster?"- Ronna Miller, MD
"Geriatric Trauma and Anticoagulation"- Rajesh Gandhi, MD, PhD, FACS, FCCM
"How Do You Fit, your personality and the impact on your team"- Kim Jones, RN
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P

1220-1330 Lunch Break- Great First Responders Award Ceremony

1330-1430 Breakout Sessions
"Mind Blowing…Pearls for Neurological Emergencies"- Nancy Nagel, RN, ACNP, DHSc
"Born Out of Necessity: Neonatal Resuscitation & Stabilization for Non-Neonatal Providers"- L.T. Arnold, BSN, RN, CCRN, CFRN, C-NPT, EMT
"Ensuring Competence; Improving Employee Engagement"- Kim Jones, RN
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P

1440-1540 Breakout Sessions
"Oh Crap, it’s an OB call!"- Nancy Nagel, RN, ACNP, DHSc
"A Competitor to the Stethoscope? The Emerging Role of Point of Care Ultrasound (POCUS) in Emergency Care"- Chivas Guillote, MSN, APRN, ENP, FNP, LP, CFRN, CCRN
"Sepsis and EMS: The Denver Experience" - Mike Grill, AAS, BS, MS, NREMT-P
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P

1540-1600 Afternoon Snack Break

1600-1700  "Happy, Healthy and Whole: Resiliency Skills for Healthcare Providers"- Mike Grill, AAS, BS, MS, NREMT-P

CareFlite is an approved provider of continuing education by the Texas Department of State Health Services. CareFlite is an approved provider of FP-C Review and FP-C CE Renewal Courses by the Board for Critical Care Transport Paramedic Certification (BCCTP). CareFlite, provider #15-430057, is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the Texas Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center's Commission on Accreditation.
2020 CareFlite Emergency Care Update Conference

Second Day ▼ Sept 15th 2020 ▼ Class Schedule

0800-0900  Breakfast- Exhibit Hall Open
0900-1000  “An Extraordinary Mind: The Basics of Mental Illness”- Janet Taylor, CFRN, CEN, CCEMT-P
1010-1110  Breakout Sessions
"ECMO and EMS: What You Need to Know"- Gary Schwartz, MD
"Trauma Care- Scene to OR"- Josh Cools, EMT-P
TBD
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P
1120-1220  Breakout Sessions
"No O2 For You"- Janet Taylor, CFRN, CEN, CCEMT-P
TBD
"Catch Me If You Can! Subtle STEMI"- Stephen Rahm, NRP
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P
1220-1330  Lunch Break
1330-1430  Breakout Sessions
"Recognizing and Responding to Victims of Sex Trafficking"- Jessica Brazeal, MA, LPC-S, EMDR
"The Worst Thing Imaginable- Line of Duty Death"- Karen Yates, MSN, RN, RN-BC, CEN, LP
"Not Today Nagini!- Pediatric Snakebites: The Newest Best Practices in Management and Interventions"- Erin Schulz, MSN, RN, EMT
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P
1440-1540  Breakout Sessions
"History's Mysteries: Interesting Ways Famous People have Died"- Janet Taylor, BSN, EMT-B
"Dynamics of Domestic Violence for Healthcare Professionals"- Suzanne Hunt, BS, RN, CEN, EMT-P/LP
"Do Cut the Cheese"- Understanding ways to break links in the accident chain"- Rhett Draehn, EMT-P, FP-C, MTSP-C
"Airway Rodeo"- Scott Lail, EMT-P, FP-C; Russ Brown, FF, EMT-P
1540-1600  Afternoon Snack Break
1600-1700  TBD
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